a popular red and
black board game
It carries the
smoke from the
fireplace.
what pirates put
their treasure in

a fastener to
hold our keys
furniture for one
person to sit on

more than
one child
a large, dangerous
fish in the sea
A crab may
live in one.
to shake when
you are cold
We wear this
over a sock.

something to wear
with sleeves,
buttons and a collar

a feeling caused
by electricity
the chair that a
king or queen
sits on
the opposite
of fat
We do this with
our brains to get
answers or ideas.

We sew with a
needle and
.
Three times ten
equals
.
We have one on
each hand.
Gardeners use this
to move dirt.
We have two of
these on
a bicycle.

A coach blows this
to start
the game.
A person may use
this when they
can’t walk.
Some people put
this on top of hot
chocolate.
a large mammal
that lives in
the ocean

ch

sh

th

wh

Bonus

Consonant Digraphs
Concentration
Assembly
♦ Glue clues and answers on separate 3 x 5 cards.
♦ Laminate and trim.
♦ Play in small group (teacher directed).

♦ Have an answer key available for challenges (attached).
(Glue in a folder and laminate.)

To Play
Lay all cards face down on the floor or table in random order.
First student turns over two cards. If the definition and the
picture match, they keep the pair. If they don't match, turn
the cards back over and continue. Play until all cards are gone.
Student with the most cards wins.

Consonant Digraphs
Junior Jeopardy
Assembly
Materials:
♦ Category cards (ch, sh, th, and wh)
♦ Point cards (100, 200, 300, 400, 500, Bonus)
♦ Answer cards and picture cards
♦ Answer key for teacher (attached)
♦ Large pocket chart
♦ Score sheet

To play
♦ Player/team chooses category and point value.
♦ Teacher turns the answer card over and reads the
definition
♦ Student/team then provides the answer in question
format. If correct, teacher turns over the picture card.
Ex: Student: "I'll take ch for 100."
Teacher: "a popular red and black board game."
Student: What is checkers?
♦ Bonus round: Each student/team chooses a bonus
question and makes a wager from their points.

Consonant Digraphs
Jeopardy Answer Key
ch

sh

th

100

a popular red
We wear this
and black board over a sock:
game: checkers shoe

the opposite
of fat: thin

200

It carries the
smoke from the
fireplace:
chimney

We have one
on each hand:
thumb

300

what pirates
put their
treasure in:
chest

something to
wear with
sleeves,
buttons and a
collar: shirt
A crab may
live in one:
shell

400

more than one
child: children

We sew with
a needle and:
thread

500

furniture for
one person to
sit on: chair

a large,
dangerous fish
in the sea:
shark
a feeling
caused by
electricity:
shock

Bonus

a fastener to
hold our keys:
chain

to shake when
you are cold:
shiver

three times
ten equals:
thirty

the chair that
a king or
queen sits on:
throne
We do this
with our
brains to get
answers or
ideas: think

wh
A coach blows
this to start
the game:
whistle
a large
mammal that
lives in the
ocean: whale
A person may
use this when
they can’t
walk:
wheelchair
We have two
of these on a
bicycle: wheel
Some people
put this on top
of hot
chocolate:
whipped cream
Gardeners use
this to move
dirt:
wheelbarrow

Note: Place the picture card behind the answer card (both face down).

